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Strategy
The objective of this program is the discovery and fi)il()w-up of planet-crossing asteroids,
related inner-belt asteroids and comets. The primary program is carried out with the 0.46 m
Schmidt telescope at Palomar Observatory. The results, subsequent observations, and analysis
provide insight into their populations, orbits, origins, physical characteristics (composition,
size, shape), potential for impact, relationships to comets and meteorites, and for future
spacecraft mission candidates.
Progress and Accomplishments
14 Near-Earth Asteroids (NEA's), 5 Apollos and 9 Amors, were discovered in the last 14
months, an unprecedented number of discoveries in such a short period. This high discovery
rate reflects still greater sky coverage, improvement in focus and threshold detection. In
addition, 254 other asteroids of all classes were discovered, reported and given designations
including 43 high inclination asteroids (17 Hungarias and 26 Phocaeas). Several of the
NEA's (1990 MF, 1990 OS, 1990 UA and 1991 AC) made close approaches to the Earth
allowing successful radar observations. An unexpected, very bright discovery was made,
1990 SQ and observed for over 5 m(mths. It is the brightest asteroid yet found in the
earth-crossing population. It has an absolute magnitude, H=12.5, -10 km in diameter. (1627
Ivar had been the previous record holder.) At the other extreme, two very faint, H=20, were
found. They have very low inclinations of <1 degree which when combined with their other
orbital elements indicates that they could be Earth impactors in the future. 13 astercfids have
been permanently numbered and another 15 previously numbered have been officially named.
Of the newly numbered, two are NEA's. Our best observed missi(m candidate, 1982 DB, was
recovered and numbered (4660). It offers several opportunities fl)r low delta V spacecraft
missions in the next decade.
Projected Accomplishments
Continuing progress is anticipated in the aut()matcd identification and measurement
procedures. With diligence and fine tuning, wc plan to maintain and improve our result.,,.
However, a maior increase in our rate ()1 disccwery will require an upgrade t() a large CCD
array retrofitted ()n the 0.46 m Schmidt. Al()n,g with our primary NEA program, we will
confine our studies and analysis of inner-belt astcr()id rcgi()ns.
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